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CIE MOOST
The Company

Marc Oosterhoff

Created in 2017 by Marc Oosterhoff, CIE
MOOST mixes dance and circus in the
search for a language within the living arts
that is both singular and non-elitist.

In 2012, Marc Oosterhoff graduated from
the Accademia Teatro Dimitri in Verscio with
a Bachelor’s degree in movement theater.
After his studies, he traveled to China for
six months to study martial arts, where he

CIE MOOST has choreographed and
directed the following shows:

also practiced parkour (free-running) and
circus acrobatics. He worked for two years
as an actor, before entering La Manufacture -

Take Care Of Yourself by and with Marc
Oosterhoff, 2016, Lausanne, Sevelin36

Haute école des arts de scène in Lausanne in
2014, earning his second Bachelor’s degree,

Palette(s) by and with Cédric Gagneur
and Marc Oosterhoff, 2017, Lausanne, La
Manufacture

this time in contemporary dance. In 2016,

Les Promesses de l’incertitude by Marc
Oosterhoff, with Marc Oosterhoff, Raphael
Raccuia, Joana Oliveira, 2019, Geneva, L’Abri

of the Quarts d’heure de Sévelin. In 2017

now the artistic director of the Cie Moost,
Marc presented his first solo based on
physical risk, «Take Care of Yourself ”, as part
he collaborated with the dancer Cédric
Gagneur with whom he choreographed
«Palette(s)». In 2019, he created his second

Lab Rats by and with Marc Oosterhoff and
Owen Winship, music by Olivia Pedroli,
lights by Céline Ribeiro, Lausanne, Théâtre
Sévelin36, Théâtre de Echandole, Yverdon.

solo, «Les Promesses de l’incertitude»
with musician Raphael Raccuia. He recently
finished the creation his newest project: «Lab
Rats», a duet with Owen Winship, which will
be shown in the next edition of La Bâtie-

Natures Mortes (in creation) 2022 by and
with Marc Oosterhoff, Camille Denkinger
and Latifeh Hadji. Production Midi-Théatre

Festival de Genève.
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Lab Rats
Équipe

Production

Written by
Marc Oosterhoff

Production
Cie Moost

created and performed by
Marc Oosterhoff et Owen Winship

Coproduction
Théâtre Sévelin 36, Théâtre de l’Echandole,
Fonds des Programmateurs – Réso, La Bâtie
– Festival de Genève, Centre Culturel Suisse
à Paris, Cie Betacorn

Original music by
Olivia Pedroli et Maxime Steiner
Artistic collaboration
Bertrand Lesca (Bert&Nasi)

Residencies in
Théâtre Sévelin 36, Lausanne (CH), Lo
Studio (CH), Südpol Luzern (CH)

Outside eyes
Latifeh Hadji, Aude Cattin

Partners
Canton de Vaud, Ville d’Yverdon-les-Bains,
Loterie Romande, Pro Helvetia, Corodis, SSA,
Fondations Ernst Göhner, Stanley Thomas
Johnsons, Famille Sandoz, Engelberts, Edith
Maryon et SIS

Light design
Céline Ribeiro
Scenography
Léo Piccirelli

With the support of
Dance & Dramaturgy European Network
(D&D EU), une initiative du
Théâtre Sévelin 36 avec La Bellone Bruxelles
(BE), Bora Bora Aarhus (DK), CSC Bassano
del Grappa (IT) et le soutien de Pro Helvetia

Technic
Leo Garcia /F ilipe Pascoal
Administration
Mariana Nunes
Tour Manager
Lise Leclerc - Tutu Production
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NOTE D’INTENTION

What if we put aside the unspoken rules that By presenting the piece in a glass box surgovern our social interactions and relied only rounded by the audience, I wanted to allow
on each other’s consent to build new ways the spectators to enter our intimate space like
of coexisting? With Lab Rats, we explore the voyeurs watching through a keyhole or scienpossibilities between two human beings, trying tists studying the behavior of animals in a cage.
		

to dissociate actions from their ordinary mea-

			Marc Oosterhoff

nings. We wanted to be at once the scientists
and the guinea pigs of these experiments,
playing at theater in the same way that children
play at being adults.
I find that things are often more interesting
when they can’t be hastily defined. So I wanted
to show a relationship that is constantly «on
the edge” which can’t be easily summed up by
a hashtag. A relationship in perpetual change,
based on benevolence, listening and mutual
aid, where nothing is fixed and everything is
possible.
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SYNOPSIS

Lab Rats is a 55-minute duet wherein the au- The disposition defines a restricted space
dience is seated around a small stage at close of play in which the two men are forced to
proximity to the performers.

coexist and evolve.
The great proximity between the audience

This intimate piece tells the story of the endless and the protagonists offers the spectators a
adjustments required for two people to meet. unique cinematographic experience during
An attempt to explore the fragility of human which they have the opportunity to observe
relationships and the obligation to cooperate humans in their intimate solitude as one would
in order to escape solitude.Through the prism observe two rats in a laboratory cage.
of risk and the limits of the body, this project
creates tableaux which play with the codes of
theatrical representation, mixing dance, theater
and circus and drawing inspiration from the
principles of non-verbal communication. These
gestures which help us to understand each
other can yet also betray us. The two dancers
use their hand-to-hand experience to define
the principles of lifts, not based on a final figure
but on a permanent evolution of the movement.
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COLLABORATORS
Olivia Pedroli

Owen Winship

Owen is a performer interested in stylings and Olivia Pedroli, who lives and works in Neuchâtechniques within and beyond the bounds of tel, is a classically trained musician skilled in a
circus. He grew up in Victor, Idaho, USA, a small wide range of instruments. Produced in Iceland
town in the heart of the Rockies where he by Valgeir Sigur’sson (Björk, CocoRosie, Bonnie

spent his time skiing and exploring the moun- Prince Billy, Feist, etc.), her third album, «The
tains as a young boy. After four summers of Den» (2010), received international critical

touring with Circus Smirkus in his adolescence, acclaim, leading her to perform at the Monhe moved to Quebec City to pursue profes- treux Jazz Festival, Nuits Botaniques in Brussels,
sional training at l’École de Cirque de Québec, Eurosonic in Groningen, Reeperbahn Festival
where he teamed up with Meghane Poulet, his in Hamburg, Jazzhead in Bremen, Airwaves in

longtime hand to hand partner. He obtained Reykjavik, Café de la danse in Paris and Moods
his diploma in circus arts from the National in Zurich. In 2011, Pedroli adapted «The Den»,
to be performed alongside the Ensemble

Circus School of Quebec in 2017.

Since then, he has participated in various pro- Symphonique Neuchâtel. In addition to her
ductions, notably the Cirque Éloize show “Sa- solo career, Pedroli has also written for film. In

loon”. He is currently working on “J’étais, une 2012, she wrote the music for the documenfois, deux”, a performance mixing several circus tary «Winter Nomads» by Manuel von Sturler,
arts and performed in the public space by the which was nominated for the best film score
Company ‘si le colibri’, directed by Aude Cattin award at Swiss Film. In 2015, the Théâtre de

and Owen Winship. This project was awarded Vidy co-produced and presented «Uncertain
the Bourse Théâtres solidaires 2021 by the Clarity», an original creation that combines muEchandole and the Théâtre Benno Besson in sic and visual arts.
She composed the music for Lab Rats with
Yverdon-les-Bains.
Maxime Steiner in 2021.
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CONTACT
Artistic direction
Marc Oosterhoff

Administration
Mariana Nunes

Tour manager

Lise Leclerc - Tutu Production

marc.oosterhoff@ciemoost.com info@ciemoost.ch

lise@tutuproduction.ch

+41 77 482 91 30

+41 78 679 88 39
+33 6 64 86 78 96

+41 77 520 31 31

Technical direction / Leo Garcia / +41 79 715 60 40 /garcia.aranda.leo@gmail.com
CIE MOOST | Rue des Grèbes 9 | CH - 1400 Yverdon-les Bains
www.ciemoost.com
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